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ON THE EXISTENCE OF SHILOV BOUNDARIES

RAINER WITTMANN

Abstract. The existence of a carrier in the sense of potential theory is proved for

rather general cones of functions. The existence of the Shilov boundary is an

immediate consequence of this result.

1. The main results. Let A' be a compact space and E E X such that E = X. Let ÍF

be a set of lower bounded numerical functions on E. We assume that there exists a

convex cone S C 'Swhich possesses the following properties:

(Si) u + s E <ÍFfor aaytiËf,i£ S.

(§2) For any s E S, there exists a continuous extension s to X (which is obviously

unique).

(§3) There exists a function s E S such that s is strictly positive on X.

(§4) For any x, y E X, x ¥= y,  there exists s,tE%  such  that s(x)- t(y) ¥=

s(y)-t(x).

A closed set K E X is called a carrier set of a numerical function f on E iff, for any

open V E X, K E V and any «ËÎ,/<tion V (1 E implies / «S u throughout E.

Obviously (/> 0} is a carrier set of /if f is a cone of nonnegative functions. For

any numerical function/on E, we denote by carr(/) the smallest carrier set of/if it

exists. carr(/) is called the carrier of/(with respect to <§).

1.1. Theorem. For every upper bounded numerical function f on E, carr(/) exists.

Proof. We denote

f : = {inf 8: Q E <§ finite}    and   S : = {inf 8: § E S finite}.

It is easy to see that "¿F and S satisfy again the conditions (§1)-(S4) and that the

carrier sets of / with respect to W are exactly the carrier sets of / with respect to %.

Hence we may assume that the convex cone S is inf-stable.

Let Kx, K2 he two carrier sets off, let V E Xhe open such that Kx n K2 E Fand

let u E She such that lynE-f< u.

Since K[ : = K\V and K2 are disjoint, there exist open sets V[, V2 such that

K\ C V[, li2 C F2 and V[ n V2 = 0.%:- [s - i: s, t G S} is a vector lattice of

continuous functions on X. Hence, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there exists

g E % such that g > 1 on V[ and g < -1 on V2. Thus there exist s, t E S such that
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s — t = max(0, g). Using (S3), we may assume s > 0, / < u + s. By the construction

of s and t, there exist 0 < a < 1 such that

t < a ■ s   on V[ n E,       s — t   on F2 Í1 £.

For any ß > 0 such that f*s,u + ß-s,we have f<u + ß-ton V2C\ E and there-

fore, since K2 is a carrier set,

/<w + ß-t^u + ß-as   onV[DE.

Thus we have / «C w + ß ■ a ■ s on F, D £, where F, : = V U F,' D AT,. Since A", is a

carrier set, we get / < u + ß ■ a ■ s on E. Starting with ß — 1, we get by iteration

f < u + a" ■ s for any n EN and hence /< h. We have shown that AT, n K2 is a

carrier set of /. Thus the set C(f) '■— {K E X: K carrier set of /} is stable with

respect to finite intersections. Hence, for any open VD C'■— ^KeC(f)K, there

exists A" G C(f) such that K E V. This implies that C is also a carrier set of /.

Obviously C is the smallest carrier set off.

1.2. Remark. The existence of a carrier in the above sense is basic for the

construction of kernels in potential theory (see [4,3.4], [5,8.1] and [2]). The above

theorem applies in many of these situations. Especially the results of [4], 5.5 may be

improved and complemented by the above theorem. This will be done in a subse-

quent paper. The applications to potential theory are the reason why we have

formulated Theorem 1.1 in the above form. In the rest of the paper we apply

Theorem 1.1 to existence theorems of the Shilov boundary.

A closed set K E X is called a Shilov set (with respect to § ), iff, for any uGf,

lim inf£3     x u(y) > 0 for any x E K, implies u > 0 on E.

The proof of the following simple lemma is left to the reader.

1.3. Lemma. The Shilov sets are exactly the carrier sets of the function 0.

1.4. Corollary. There exists a smallest Shilov set ShCiF) which is called the Shilov

boundary.

1.5. Remark. For point-separating vector spaces of continuous functions on X,

the above corollary was shown by Arens and Singer in [1] and by Milman in [7].

Their result was generalized by Bauer to point-separating sets of lower semicontinu-

ous functions which are stable with respect to addition. Bauer's result is not a special

case of Corollary 1.3 and when certain additional conditions are imposed it even

implies Corollary 1.3. However, Bauer's result depends on one hand on the Hahn-

Banach theorem and on the other hand on Bauer's minimum principle which itself

depends on Zorn's lemma.

2. Application to function algebras.

2.1. Theorem. Let & be an algebra of bounded complex-valued functions on a

compact space X containing the function 1. We assume that there exists a point-separat-

ing subalgebra % of continuous functions. Then there exists a smallest closed subset

deX E X possessing the following property.

For any f E 6E, there exists x E d&X such that

sup{\f(y)\:y EX}=hmsup\f(y)\.
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Proof. We consider ÜJ:= {a - log|/| : a E R, f E &} and S := {a - log|/| :

a G R,/G ®}. Obviously 'Sand S satisfy conditions (Sl)-(S4), but S is in general

not a convex cone. Nevertheless the next lemma shows that we can apply Corollary

1.4 since we obviously have u + v ES for any u,v ES.

2.2. Lemma. *Let Sbe a set of lower bounded numerical functions on X such that

u + v E Sfor any u,vE Sand 1 G S. Let S be the convex cone generated by W. Then

a closed set K E X is a Shilov set with respect to S iff it is a Shilov set with respect to

Proof. We denote S' '■— {q-u: q E Q+ , u E S}. We claim that qx ■ ux + q2 ■ u2

E S' for any ux,u2ES' and qx, q2 E Q+ . Indeed, there exists n E N such that

n- qx-ux ES, n ■ q2 ■ u2 E S. Thus we have n ■ (qx ■ ux + q2 ■ u2) E S and therefore

(qx ■ m, + q2 ■ u2) G S'. Now let A" be a Shilov set with respect to '¿Fand let u EShe

such that liminf>,_x u(y) > 0 for any x E K. There exist a¡ E R+ and u, G ?Fsuch

that 2"=xaivi = u. Since the functions v¡ are lower bounded for any e > 0 there exist

a't E Q such that u + e > u' := 2"=[a'ivi and lim inf y^x u'(y) + e > 0. Since K is

obviously also a Shilov set with respect to F' and u' + e G S' for e G Q, we get

u + 2e > u' + e > 0. Hence AT is a Shilov set with respect to S. The converse

implication is trivial.

2.3. Remark. We should remark that Theorem 2.1 may also be shown by

modifying the proof of [6, Theorem 3.1.18].
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